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Coral Casino Review. Very few operators have been around as long as Coral with the original company
launching back in 1946. The high street brand has been the subject of mergers and expansions over the
years, joining forces first with another bookmaking powerhouse Ladbrokes, before latterly coming under
ownership of the world-renown GVC Holdings. This Coral review lifts the lid on this fascinating and multi-

purpose casino and sports betting brand. Our casino experiences at a glance. Advantages of Coral.
Sportsbook Variety of services Popular games available Excellent customer service. � Welcome Bonus

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-ch
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-ch


Bonus Stake £10 Play with £50 Link to casino page Play Here! Terms Full T&Cs Apply. 18+. New
Casino players only. Deposit req (certain types excluded). Bet £10+ on qualifying games to get a £50
Bonus (selected games, 40x wag req, accept within 14 days, valid for 30 days). � Game Offer Slots

1578+ Blackjack 15 Video Poker 12 Baccarat 8 Live Games 87 Roulette 27 Sports Betting Yes Bingo
Yes Poker Yes Progressive Jackpots 104. Top Slots Demo available! Slide 1 Slide 2 Slide 3. And 1564
more slot games. Fast and Secure Payouts Unlimited Withdrawals Trusted Payment Providers. Being
owned by one of the best gambling groups in the world, it offers lots of great products. At Coral you can

play casino, live casino, poker, bingo, lotto and the biggest and best sportsbook around. It is mainly
powered by Playtech, but to add to this you can also play on games from all the leading software

developers around. This is an old and well-established casino that has held its place at the top. So, is it
as good as all the new-fangled and exciting modern casinos? This Coral casino review will explore the

product and find out. Overview of Our Experience – Is Coral Casino Safe? You may think of sports
betting when you think of Coral. However, it has a pretty rock solid casino , poker room, bingo room and
more for those of you that aren’t sports fans. Its games software is mostly from the Playtech platform but
it also includes other providers’ games. In total you have almost 1,600 games to choose from. You will

almost certainly find something that will float your boat in this casino, whether it be the exciting Halloween
Fortune II, one of the many Age of Gods games or even Buffalo Blitz. If you’re not a slot fan, then why not

try out one of the blackjack, roulette or baccarat tables? If you are looking for a little more social
interaction, then try out the live casino which is unique as it has its own and doesn’t only rely on other

providers. This means you’ll get a one-of-a-kind experience . Company LC International Limited Address
Suite 6, Atlantic Suites, Gibraltar, GX11 1AA Registration number 54743 Regulation/license UKGC,
Gibraltar Gambling Commission Phone 0800 44 0011 eMail support@coral.co.uk Live Chat No. This

isn’t just any casino, it’s one that offers sports betting, as well as poker, bingo and lotto to make sure all
your needs are catered for. The Coral licence (Number 54743) is issued by the UK Gambling

Commission , along with Gibraltar Gaming Commission, so you can have a safe experience. This dual
licensing is similar to that of Fairgrounds Slots online casino and the one explained in the PlayUK

Casino review. Coral Casino: Scam or Not? This is a gambling institution that has been around since
1926 and one that is very well aware that it needs to follow all the rules and regulations, so no, Coral
safety is first class . This is a company that adheres to all the strictest rules set by the UK Gambling

Commission and Gibraltar Gaming Commission. It is also powered by Playtech and other top providers.
With such big names attached, it could never be a scam. Furthermore, there is the trusted SSL
encryption technology that is used for the very best Coral security of all your data, so you know

information passed on cannot be stolen. To add to this, every game offered by Coral has the RNG tested
by a third party so that you can be sure that the games provided are fair and have been certified by

eCOGRA. The UK Gambling Commission has granted the Coral licence. For player data and money
transfers, high-end encrypted connections are used. Games from a long list of respected software

developers are hosted on this site. Only the most respected of payment providers. Independent auditors,
such a iTech Labs, examined the games collection for fairness. As well as this, Coral is a PayPal casino
and this ensures that your money is always being looked after as PayPal only ally themselves to trusted
sites. As you can see, this is a casino that is regulated and certified to the highest standards and holds

that sought-after PayPal seal of approval – putting it in league with its renowned British peer, Ladbrokes
Casino. Overview About the Offers from Coral. There is so much to offer in Coral that it’s not even funny.

It literally has everything. There are slots aplenty ranging from the awesome Reactoonz to the new
holiday special, Fairgrounds Fortune Ghost Train. If you want to step away from slots, then you could try
the range of table games available from classic blackjack to the quirky Stravaganza. Then, of course,
there are the jackpots such as Gold Rally and Green Lantern. The Website of Coral Casino. This isn’t

including the amazing sportsbook offering, the top range poker rooms , the fun bingo bonuses and more.
Online Casino. Although Coral isn’t initially known for its casino, it still is pretty decent. There are over

1,600 slot games to choose from that have been provided by Playtech amongst others. If you want
seriously slot appeal, then try your luck on games such as Battle of the Gods and Foxy Fortunes. If you

want to set your sights higher, then you won’t be disappointed with the range of jackpot games they have
on offer. There are 112 in total to choose from including the ever famous and fabulous Jackpot Giant as
well as Superman the Movie and Batman & the Riddler Riches. One of the Coral’s highlights is its live
casino, which is quite unique as it is completely self-contained and therefore not totally reliant on third-

party providers, like other live casino suites. This means you have a complete one-off experience . There
are live tables that cover blackjack, roulette, Hi-Lo, baccarat and Casino Hold’em. There are also many



tables that are named after gods from Greek mythology. It was revamped in 2015 to give you the best
experience and offers great streaming, a classy design and professional croupiers . This is a casino that
offers all that a good casino should. It is classy, chic and unique. Sports Betting. Well, what can we say,

this is where Coral feels at home. It’s where it all began. It now has thousands of land-based betting
shops and it’s top class online bookie . As you would expect from Coral, it has many markets and sports

to choose from. There are 100s of sports and activities that you can put your money on, so whatever
sport you fancy is sure to be there. Obviously, it offers horse racing, where it all began, and the ever-
popular football. However, if you want to go for something slightly different, why not have a flutter on

Volleyball or even MMA? There are also many markets to bet on, so you don’t just have the option of
betting on a winner, you could also bet on top goal scorer, first scorer and there many more great punting
options for UK plyers. It also offers many generous promotions . In selected markets, you’ll receive your

stake back if one leg of your accumulator lets you down. You might also get your money back if your
horse is beaten by a head or less. It also offers enhanced odds for certain markets in football and

horseracing. It also has ‘Football Jackpot’ where you have to predict the outcome of 15 games. If you get
them all right you can win up to £1 million. Coral offer odds that aren’t the best, but are improving. It offers
competitive odds on certain sports, such as horseracing, but others need a little lift. There’s also the in-
play betting which it does particularly well. It offers in-play betting in nearly all of its sports. It is easy to

access and in definitely one of its best features. In many ways it is similar to another sports
betting/casino brand in 888casino which we also reviewed. Poker. Coral is a member of the popular

iPoker network . It offers all sorts to keep you entertained such as Hold’em, Omaha, and Stud. You can
play from as little as £0.01 – or even for free if you play freeroll. The main attraction is the 6+ Hold’em
games. This is a pretty recent game that is very similar to Texas Hold’em with a few little but important
differences, It’s a game to check out for all poker fans. It also has tournaments such as Freerolls, Sit ‘n
Go’s and multi-table tournaments. Then there’s the Twister Tables where you play with 2 other players
and try to win as much as £1,000 from just a £1 stake. This is definitely one of the best poker rooms

around . With an average of 5,000 players at any one time as well as a host of games and tournaments,
there’s always something going on. Bingo. Think of Coral and bingo doesn’t spring to mind, but

nonetheless, it’s here. The site is powered by Virtue Fusion, which is a subsidiary of Playtech and
provides a multi-currency platform on which to play. This is a bingo site that offers you the chance at

some of the biggest prizes in online bingo available in Britain. There are various rooms to choose from
such as the Debutant Room, Medallion Room, Castle Room and Allsorts Room. From the lobby, you can

check out how full the rooms are, what games are going on and what’s best for you. It doesn’t look as
glitzy and glamorous as some of the others but nonetheless, it is easy to use , fast loading and offers a

wide range of games such as 90, 75 and 80 ball bingo. As well as multi-player slots and specials. These
are all separated into categories and are easy to find. Lotto. On top of bingo there’s the chance to play

the lotto . It may not be the neatest and prettiest interface but it isn’t bad at all. It’s simply designed to get
you through the procedure easily as possible. It guides you on choosing the lottery you want from the 13

options available, then you get to the draw – and number of draws you want to play. You choose between
1 to 5 numbers and go. It makes the process simple and quick. This is another pretty decent offering
from Coral if you’re looking for something a little different. Coral Casino Bonus Offer – Check Out the

Promotions. When choosing which casino to go with, it is to browse around for the best casino bonuses
and welcome offers. The Coral Casino bonus isn’t particularly eye-catching at just £50, but it’s a pretty

impressive 500% bonus meaning you only have to deposit £10 to get it. � Deposit Bonus Bet £10, Play
with £50 � Bonus Condition 24x wagering requirement � Validity 30 days � Other promotions

None. The terms and conditions are pretty fair to boot. There is a 24x wagering requirement which isn’t
great but there are certainly more restrictive ones around. Like most other casinos, it stipulates that

certain games have different weighting – most slots at 100% and other games ranging between 0%-
20%. These must be met within 30 days or both the bonus and winnings will be forfeited. Not all
operators offer bonuses – see our No Bonus Casino review for such an example. Then there’s a

Sportsbook new player offer of betting £5 to get £20 free bets. Of course, this is only valid for a limited
amount of bets and values so check out all the small print. Then you have a bingo bonus of ‘Spend £5

and play with £30’. The bonus is only valid to buy bingo tickets. It comes with a 2-times wagering
requirement and is only around for 7 days. The poker welcome bonus is £20 tokens when you place your

first deposit as well as 30 days of free tournaments. However, to claim any winnings you have to earn
enough loyalty points within 90 days, so best get playing. When it comes to casino bonuses, Coral



knows what it’s doing. Deposit and Payout at the Casino. Coral has a very decent range of banking
methods . As well as the normal cards and eWallets, it is also a PayPal casino so you have that added

extra security. You can use Visa Debit and Electron as well as Maestro. There are also the popular
eWallet methods like Neteller, Skrill, EcoPayz, Skrill 1-Tap and PayPal. As well as this you can use

paysafecard and prepaid card. You could also deposit in one of their many land-based shops. It is also
one of the latest CashtoCode casino sites. Payment options at Coral Casino � Payout options

PayPal, Skrill, Maestro, Visa Electron, Instant Bank Transfer, PaySafeCard, Visa Debit, CashtoCode �
� Minimum deposit £5 � Fees None � Accepted currency EUR, GBP, SEK, USD � Payout

options PayPal, Maestro, Visa Electron, Apple Pay, Instant Bank Transfer, Visa Debit. The casino has a
minimum deposit of £5 no matter what method you use. It doesn’t specify a maximum deposit but this

could be set by your bank or yourself if needs be. Withdrawals are also available on the same methods
and are pretty quick, with the fastest payout online casino payment methods normally taking between 2
to 5 days. Security and Regulation. As stated earlier, this site has been regulated and licensed by the
UK Gambling Commission as well as Gibraltar Gaming Commission. As well as this, it ensures your
financial and personal data safety by employing the top SSL encryption technology, so Coral safety in

pretty strong. On top of this, it is eCOGRA certified to ensure its games and RNG has been tested by a
third party and deemed completely random and fair. Coral has aligned itself with the best responsible

gambling companies around. It has a commitment to providing you with a safe and responsible casino .
It does this by offering tools to ensure your interests are taken into account. Firstly, you can set your own
deposit limits , you can close your account, take time out, set voluntary limits, get 30-minute reminders

and more. It also protects minors by offering downloadable applications to stop young people using it, as
well as requiring proof of ID when registering. It also promotes safe gaambling initiatives including the
National Gambling Helpline, GamBlock, Betfilter, Responsible Gambling Trust, Gamblers Anonymous,
Gambling Therapy Helpline, National Problem Gambling Clinic as well as Gambleaware if third-party

assistance is required. Customer Support. Working Hours: 07:00-21:00 7 Days a Week Phone Number:
0800 44 0011 Live Chat: No Email: support@coral.co.uk. The customer support offered by Coral is

pretty decent, although there are one or two points where it could be improved. It is available 24 hours a
day via email and the response time is very quick. Emails are normally responded to in under 30

minutes. However, there is no live chat option which could be added. Further to this, there is a telephone
helpline, but this isn’t manned 24 hours a day and is available from 7am to 11pm. Having said this, the

team are knowledgeable and very helpful . As well as this there is a massive FAQ section that offers lots
of support. There is a Today’s Top Question section which is helpful if there is a specific problem on a
particular day. You can also look at answers about offers and promotions, technical support and more.
It’s one of the most comprehensive FAQs we have encountered from all our casino reviews. Usability of
the Online Casino. In compiling this Coral review we found the site is very funtional compared to other

operators in the UK, considering the sheer amount of products it has on offer. At the top you can clearly
see what product you want to try , whether it be Sports, Bet In Play, Virtuals, Casino, Live Casino,

Games, Slots, Poker, Bingo, Vegas, Connect, LottoBet and VIP. It is styled very much on the Coral
Casino branding with a mainly blue background. And a clear Coral logo. When you choose the Casino
tab you then have a multitude of choices such as Top Games, Slots, Roulette, Blackjack, Table Games,
Jackpots, Video Poker, Other Games and All Games. This enables you to find your game quickly and

easily. As well as this, you can make use of the search function if you want to head straight to a specific
game. The sitemap at the bottom allows you to look for more general areas of the site such as About Us
and Help. All in all, considering the amount it has on offer, everything is easy to find. Casino App: Many
Different Slots. Coral offers several downloadable apps for its different rooms. It has apps for both iOS
and Android which are easily found in the app stores . However, if you have a Blackberry or Windows

phone you can play via the browser, which is pretty great in itself. With over 1,000 games. ranging from
jackpot slots like Mega Moolah; the Joker Jewels to classic slots such as the Age of Gods titles, on the

Coral Casino app – you won’t be left bored on the go . You can also play table games such as 101
Roulette and even access live games such as Live Blackjack and Live Baccarat. It may not be the best

mobile casino, but it is diverse and offers live horse race streaming, sports streaming, sports betting and
more if you want to do something a little different. The interface is smart and easy to use , it’s attractive

and offers top draw Coral safety as you would expect. Conclusion: Online Casino with Diverse Products
& Top Providers. As you can tell from this Coral review, it’s a good casino and it’s easy to see why it is
so popular . It has great casino games available, coming from the top providers. You have a range of

table games and video poker as well as the one-of-a-kind live casino. Then there are all the extras like



sportsbook, bingo, poker and lotto. It has something for everyone, making it one of the most
comprehensive online casinos around. The customer support is slick and quick, the website and mobile
site are well-designed and easy to navigate and furthermore it holds top licenses and certificates so you
know the Coral security features are keepin you safe. Popular Questions. Hopefully we have touched on

everything in this Coral casino review but if you still have further questions then slide into our FAQ section
below where we have coralled some of the most asked questions from our readers, including links back
to some of the most important content including security and safety. 1�  Is Coral casino legit? Established

in 1946, Coral is certainly a legitimate casino with hundreds of thousands of players registered on its
site. For added reassurance, take a look at our safety section where you wll find details of the security
measures in place. 2� Is it safe to play at Coral casino? As well as being a legit casino, Coral is also a

very secure and safe place to play . The operator offers high-end encrypted connections for player safety
and all the casino games are independently checked for fairness by third-party assessors. 3� Is there an
exclusive bonus to the Coral review? You won't find a better offer than on our Coral casino review page.

The bonus itself is a matched bonus worth up to £50. That represents a 500% matched bonus if
depositing the minimum of £10. 4� Can you play at Coral for real money? Yes. All games at Coral are

playable for real money . First players need to deposit in the casino using one of the many options
available to UK players. PayPal and paysafecard are two of the most common methods. 5� How many
casino games does Coral offer? The number of Coral casino games rises on a monthly basis as more
titles come onto the market. At the time of writing there are 1,600 games to play including slots, roulette
and blackjack. 6� Is Coral casino a scam? Most definitely not! One only has to consider it's rich history to
dismiss that question but players can also take a look at our section on Coral safety where they will find

more reason why this operator is not a scam. 7� What is the Coral online casino bonus offer? Coral
offers a very competitive casino bonus with players depositing £10 being able to play with up to £50,

terms and conditions notwithstanding. For more details take a look at the Coral bonus explained section
- a feature available on all our reviews. 8� What is the Coral casino payout rate? With new games

arriving all the time, it is difficult to work out the overall Coral casino payout rate (otherwise referred to as
RTP). Our last calculation, based on the average RTP of all its games gave this casino a payout rate of
96.27% . For further reading, please check out our best casino site payout page. 9� How to withdraw my

winnings from Coral ? Withdrawing from Coral is as easy as depositing . The only major difference is
players will need to verify their account if not previously supplied this documentation. See the deposits

and withdrawals section for more information. � Does Coral casino accept PayPal deposits? Yes,
players can use this eWallet for deposits and withdrawals. Coral is one of the most trusted PayPal

casino sites in the UK. PayPal is also one of the fastest withdrawal methods. With a rich history in sport
betting, Coral Casino is another excellent product with a range of games from reputable providers.

Reviewed by Dominic Archer. Coral Casino Review Our casino experiences at a glance Advantages of
Coral Coral Casino: Scam or Not? Online Casino Sports Betting Poker Bingo Lotto Casino App: Many

Different Slots 1�  Is Coral casino legit? 2� Is it safe to play at Coral casino? 3� Is there an exclusive bonus
to the Coral review? 4� Can you play at Coral for real money? 5� How many casino games does Coral

offer? 6�  Is Coral casino a scam? 7� What is the Coral online casino bonus offer? 8�  What is the Coral
casino payout rate? 9� How to withdraw my winnings from Coral ? � Does Coral casino accept PayPal
deposits? Casino Games. Baccarat Casinos Online Blackjack Online Roulette Slot Sites. Other Casino
Topics. Best Online Casinos Best Payout Fast Withdrawal Lowest House Edge No Download Casinos

Progressive Jackpots Casino Games High Roller Casinos Real Money. 
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